
ON THE TRACKS OF 
THE COUNTRYSIDE

The Luxembourgish Moselle region is located in 
the south-east of the country and it’s parcu-
larly known for the Moselle valley with its en-
dless vineyards and unique landscapes. 

However, those who have been to the Moselle 
know that the region also has a beauful country 
side featuring green landscapes full of fields, fo-
rests and orchards. That is why the region also 
counts some dislleries producing brandies of 
excellent quality such as Mirabelle, Cherry, 
Quetsch, Apple, Pear, Quince, but also Marc, a 
ggrape brandy typical for this region. In Italy, we 
refer to as Grappa! 

Take the road on the racks of the countryside 
and embark on this journey discovering a part 
of the region away from the crowds! 

Letzebuerg, dat ass Vakanz!
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Start your journey in the spa town of Mondorf-les-Bains, known 
beyond the borders for its clever mix of well-being, health, culture 
and leisure. If you are a nature lover you will enjoy your walk in the 
magnificent 40-hectare park. 
www.mondorf.lu 

 
Your journey continues with a spa and relaxation afternoon at the only thermal bath in Luxembourg, the 
MONDORF Domaine Thermal. The thermal water found here contains not only calcium and sodium, but also 
magnesium and sulphate. All this, together with its mineralization and its calming, decongestant and anti -
inflammatory properties, are the ideal conditions for treatments with profoundly beneficial effects. A 
witness of these effects was the writer Victor Hugo, who came to Mondorf-les-Bains in 1871 to take his cure. 
www.mondorf.lu 

  

For entertainment enthusiasts, a wide offer of games, concerts of 
famous French artists and shows is guaranteed in the only casino in 
the Grand Duchy, the Casino 2OOO.  
www.casino2000.lu 

https://www.mondorf.lu/parc.html?___store=en&___from_store=fr
http://www.mondorf.lu/
https://casino2000.lu/en/
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This day will start with a little bit of history. Download the free 
"Lauschtour-APP" and experience in an interactive and participative 
way the city (in Latin “vicus”) Ricciacum, today known as Dalheim. It was founded under Emperor Augustus 
and it was an important stop on the Via Agrippa, the great Roman road from the Mediterranean t o the Rein. 
The Roman influence and its economic, cultural and religious power of the time has left many traces here. 
The results can still be admired today throughout the village: from the Gallo-
Roman theatre to the thermal baths and the residential area, the vicus.   
www.ricciacus.lu 

 
Have lunch in one of the restaurants with the label “Ambassadeur: Vins et Crémants”. They are some of the 
best restaurants in the region who have come together to offer a selection of exclusive Luxembourg wines 
and Crémants in perfect harmony with the right local dishes. 
www.visitmoselle.lu 

 
In the afternoon you will discover the early working culture of the 
gypsum mining as well as the beauty of the landscape around the 
villages of Erpeldingen, Bous and Remich. This hike takes about 2 
hours, it is 5,2km long and the difficulty level is easy. Your guide will 
be happy to tell you everything you need to know about the gypsum 
mining and other interesting facts about the region. 
www.visitmoselle.lu 

  

http://www.ricciacus.lu/
https://www.visitmoselle.lu/en/wine-terroir/restaurants-ambassadeurs
https://www.visitmoselle.lu/en/guided-tour/t/ierpeldenger-gipswee-on-the-tracks-of-the-white-gold
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Start day 3 with an adventurous path leading mainly through the 
nature reserve Manternacher Fiels! The journey begins with a hike 
over pasture land, through orchard meadows before entering an impressive ravine forest. From here you’ll 
climb through the gigantic rock layer at the Michelslay and the passage through the narrow-notched valley. 
In between, the Lelliger Plateau will leave you mesmerized with its extraordinary vistas. Discover a vineyard 
in the middle of the forest! You will then return through the old vineyard walls back to the starting point in 
Manternach. With its 91 out of 100 adventure points given by the German Hiking Institute, it is no surprise 
that the dream loop Manternacher Fiels is one of our visitor’s favourites.  
www.visitmoselle.lu 
 
After your hike, don't miss to take a look at the nature and conservation centre "A Wiewesch". Situated in 
the heart of the village of Manternach, its permanent and interactive exhibition gives you a better 
understanding of the interaction between nature conservation and agriculture. 
www.nature.lu 

 
Besides viticulture, the art of distillation has also shaped the cultural 
landscape of the Moselle region for several centuries. Book your 
tasting at Distillery Diedenacker in Niederdonven for instance, and 
explore the quality brandies, whiskeys and gin’s Luxembourg has to 
offer!  
www.diedenacker.lu 

  

https://www.visitmoselle.lu/en/place/walking/certified-circular-walk-manternacher-fiels
https://environnement.public.lu/fr/natur-erliewen/centres-d_accueil.html
https://www.diedenacker.lu/?v=920d0c66f3d2
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On your last morning in the Moselle region you will have an easy 
13km hike around the village of Flaxweiler. Following the 
“Fluessweilerbaach” valley you’ll reach a forest before getting to the 
village of Berg. You’ll then go in direction of the hill “Widdebierg” 
before returning to the starting point through fields and wooded 
slopes. 
www.visitmoselle.lu 

Before leaving our beautiful region take a souvenir with you or buy local products at one of our local shops. 
You’ll find them in Grevenmacher, Remich or Schengen. Thank you for your visit, and hopefully see you 
soon! 
www.visitmoselle.lu 

https://www.visitmoselle.lu/en/place/walking/circular-walk-flaxweiler
https://www.visitmoselle.lu/en/wine-terroir/local-products
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